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Short-term Effects of Overnight Orthokeratology on Corneal
Sub-basal Nerve Plexus Morphology and Corneal Sensitivity

María Nombela-Palomo, M.Sc., Gema Felipe-Marquez, M.Sc., Jose Luis Hernandez-Verdejo, Ph.D.,
and Amelia Nieto-Bona, Ph.D.

Objective: To assess the effects of a short period of orthokeratology (OK) on
corneal subbasal nerve plexus (SBNP) morphology and corneal sensitivity.
Methods: Measurements were made in 56 right eyes of 56 subjects with
low-to-moderate myopia who wore 2 OK lens designs (Group CRT: HDS
100 Paragon CRT, n¼35; Group SF: Seefree; n¼21) for a period of 1
month and in 15 right eyes of noncontact lens wearers as controls. The
variables determined in each participant were corneal sensitivity using
a Cochet-Bonnet esthesiometer and 12 SBNP variables determined on laser
scanning confocal microscopy images using 3 different software packages.
Correlation between SBNP architecture and corneal sensitivity was also
examined.
Results: Few changes were observed over the 1-month period in the
variables examined in the OK treatment and control groups. However,
significant reductions were detected over time in the number of nerves in
the central cornea in the groups CRT (P¼0.029) and SF (P¼0.043) and in
central corneal sensitivity in CRT (P¼0.047) along with significant in-
creases in central and midperipheral corneal Langerhans cell counts in SF
(P¼0.001 and 0.048, respectively).
Conclusions: This study provides useful data to better understand the
anatomical changes induced by OK in corneal SBNP. The different
response observed to the 2 OK lens designs requires further investigation.

Key Words: Subbasal nerve plexus—Corneal sensitivity—Overnight
orthokeratology—Confocal microscopy—Esthesiometer.
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C orneal refractive therapy (CRT), more commonly known as
overnight orthokeratology (OK), is a treatment option for

individuals with mild or moderate myopia that has so far provided
predictable outcomes with accurate correction of refractive
errors.1–3 This form of treatment has consistent effects provided
that specially designed OK lenses are regularly used overnight4,5

to improve uncorrected visual acuity1–3 and thus offer clear unas-
sisted vision throughout the day.

Over the last 2 decades, significant progress has been made in
understanding the changes that take place in response to OK.
However, although its effects on corneal topography, visual acuity,
contrast sensitivity, optical quality of the eye, and biomechanical
properties have been widely investigated,5–10 only a few studies
have examined the histological effects of this technique on the
morphology of the human cornea.11–13 In 2011, Nieto-Bona
et al.13 published the results of a year-long clinical study including
individuals who wore OK lenses daily. This study reported corneal
structural and optical changes. The irreversible thinning of the
Bowman layer and subbasal nerve plexus (SBNP) observed by
these authors prompted a further study14 which indicated that wear-
ing OK lenses modifies the normal distribution of subbasal nerves.
In addition, it has been confirmed that the tissue redistribution
observed during OK treatment leads to increased levels of proin-
flammatory molecules.15 Moreover, inflammation in response to
the use of OK lenses also seems to induce the migration of Lang-
erhans cells to the cornea.16,17 Bearing these 2 factors in mind, it is
reasonable to predict Langerhans cell density changes in the cornea
with the use of OK lenses along with a deficit in corneal nerve
function18 which could be detected by measuring corneal
sensitivity.
To date, the relationship between corneal architecture and

sensitivity has been examined in contact lens wearers,19 patients
who have undergone corneal surgery20 and patients with systemic
disease.21,22 In a study conducted in a large population of noncon-
tact lens wearers, Patel et al.23 observed correlation between SBNP
density or SBNP tortuosity and corneal sensitivity. More recently,
Lum et al.24 reported nerve fiber redistribution and corneal sensi-
tivity changes in OK patients based on SBNP appearance in 2 OK
subjects and suggested that OK leads to modified SBNP distribu-
tion in the central and midperipheral cornea.
Given the important role of corneal nerves in corneal sensation,

wound healing, epithelial cell proliferation, epithelial integrity and
protection along with the immune role of Langerhans cells, in-
depth knowledge is required of any changes to these structures
induced by OK and possible effects of such changes on corneal
sensitivity. The morphology of the SBNP and Langerhans cells can
be easily determined by in vivo laser scanning confocal micros-
copy (IVCM). This noninvasive technique has shown good
repeatability.25

This study was designed to prospectively and objectively assess
the short-term response to OK by determining effects on corneal
nerve morphology as determined by IVCM and possible correla-
tions with corneal sensitivity measured using a Cochet-Bonnet
esthesiometer. A further aim was to confirm that different OK lens
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designs had similar effects on the human cornea. Our working
hypothesis was that OK lenses affect corneal morphology includ-
ing effects on the SBNP layer and on central and midperipheral
corneal sensitivity.

METHODS
The study protocol (prospective, longitudinal, single-center)

adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and received
approval from the Ethics Committee of the Hospital Carlos III
(Madrid, Spain). Written informed consent was obtained from each
participant.

Sample Size Calculation
Based on the SBNP density results obtained by Patel et al.,23 we

used Granmo 7.12 software to calculate the sample size required
for this study. For an alpha risk of 0.05 and beta risk of 0.2 in a 2-
tailed test, it was calculated that 20 subjects would be needed in the
treatment group and 10 in the control group to detect a significant
difference equal or greater than 3,366 mm/mm2 and a correlation
coefficient between the initial and final measurement of 0.8. The
dropout rate anticipated was of 15%.

Subjects
Participants were enrolled if they had no systemic or eye disease,

history of eye surgery, and evidence of keratoconus or corneal
irregularity. Pregnant women and those planning to become
pregnant throughout the study were excluded along with rigid
gas-permeable contact lens users. Hydrophilic lens users were
instructed to remove their contact lenses 4 weeks before starting
the study.
Of 161 individuals initially contacted who signed the informed

consent form and were subjected to preliminary tests, 36 withdrew
for personal reasons and 25 did not meet the inclusion criteria.
The 100 remaining subjects were randomly assigned to wear the

Paragon CRT lenses (composition HDS 100, diameter 10.5 mm;
Paragon Vision Sciences, Interlenco, Madrid, Spain) (CRT, n¼40) or
Seefree lenses (composition Boston XO2, diameter 10.8 mm; Con-
óptica, Barcelona, Spain) (SF, n¼40) in both eyes. The control group
was comprised of subjects (n¼20) who were not contact lens wearers.
Of these 100 subjects, 29 withdrew from the study: 3 in CRT

and 5 in SF because of poor uncorrected visual acuity improve-
ment, and 2 in CRT and 4 in SF because of a grade 2 staining
pattern (Efron grade scale). In addition, 10 SF group and 5 control
subjects could not attend the follow-up visit.
The final study population was made up of 71 subjects aged 18

to 30 years (CRT, 35 subjects aged 23.963.7 years; SF, 21 sub-
jects aged 25.864.1 years; and Control, 15 subjects aged 25.663.7
years). Subjective refraction was sphere 20.50 to 25.00 diopters
(D) and cylinder 20.25 to 21.25 D.
Patients were examined in 2 separate visits at baseline and 1

month after starting OK treatment. In each visit, 2 tests were
performed by a single experienced clinician between 2 and 4 hr
after removing the lenses: corneal sensitivity and corneal morphol-
ogy using the corneal module Rostock Corneal Module (RCM) of
the Heidelberg Retina Tomograph II (HRT; Heidelberg Engineer-
ing GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany).
For the first test, we used a Cochet-Bonnet esthesiometer

(Luneau, Paris, France) mounted on a slitlamp microscope to

obtain sensitivity measurements at the corneal apex and 3 mm
temporal from the apex. To take the central measurements,
participants were asked to stare at a point in the slitlamp
microscope aligned with their visual axis. For the midperipheral
measurements, subjects stared at a point 30 cm away from their
eyes. Eye rotation was 0.6° nasal. The Cochet-Bonnet esthesiom-
eter consists of a 0.12 mm diameter nylon monofilament of vari-
able length (0–60 mm) that applies pressure on the cornea in the
range 11 to 200 mg/0.0113 mm2. The criterion of first visible
bending was used to standardize the applied pressure. To refine
the accuracy of the measurements taken, the esthesiometer was
mounted on a slitlamp microscope as described previously.26

For the IVCM procedure, 2 videos were obtained in each patient,
the first of the central cornea and the second of the midperipheral
cornea. Each video included a sequence of images spanning from
the superficial epithelium to the anterior stroma. Besides these test
sessions, standard visits for OK lens fitting were also scheduled.
The clinical procedures and OK lens adaptation followed have
been formerly described3 and included fluorescein staining at each
visit to assess ocular surface health.

SBNP Image Acquisition
In vivo laser scanning confocal microscopy was conducted on

the right eye of each participant using the RCM corneal module.
The instrument was set up using standard techniques.27–29 During
the examination, the subject was asked to stare at 2 different points
on 2 different occasions: first, the central cornea was assessed
while they stared at a central point set inside the instrument. To
obtain the midperipheral measurements, patients were asked to
look at a point 1 m away from their eyes. In this second setup,
eye rotation was 6.20° superonasal and thus the center of the
corneal section obtained was 2.4 m below corneal apex and
3.2 mm temporal to the corneal apex. During the baseline exami-
nation, all subjects wore a disposable contact lens (Proclear 1 Day
CooperVision, Madrid, Spain) in the contralateral (left) eye to
allow them to focus on the fixation spot with the eye under test.
In the second test session, all patients could clearly see the fixation
spot because of the OK treatment.
The RCM was set on “volume mode,” also called z-scan, to

record a video of the different layers of the cornea down to a depth
of 80 mm. For the test to be valid, the fixation spot must not change
during the examination. The Z-scan mode allows the operator to
identify fixation changes, increasing the reliability of measure-
ments. Each test took only 6 s thus minimizing the number of
discarded videos because of fixation changes. The videos were
transformed into series of 40 bi-dimensional images (250 · 250
mm). The groups of images were then randomly assessed in
a masked fashion.

Image Analysis
Image analysis was conducted by a single experienced examiner

using 3 different software packages: ImageJ (www.rsb.info.nih.
gov/ij), NeuronJ (imagescience.org/meijering/software/neuronj/)
and Matlab (MatLab; The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The 3 pro-
grams were used to objectively assess all possible SBNP parame-
ters: ImageJ was used for SBNP thickness, total and local
reflectivity, nerve density, width, orientation and length, and num-
ber of Langerhans cells; NeuronJ for nerve reflectivity and number
of nerves; and MatLab for nerve tortuosity.
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From the 40 images extracted from each video, only those
corresponding to the SBNP layer were processed. The thickness of
the SBNP was defined as the distance between the first focused
image obtained of the SBNP and the first focused image of basal
cells as determined previously.13 Total SBNP reflectivity was mea-
sured by analyzing the histogram of each image using ImageJ.30

Subsequently, the best-focused image (the one with the best con-
trast) in each group was selected and, using the same histogram
procedure as before, local reflectivity was obtained. Also using
ImageJ, the following measurements were made on the best-
focused image representing an area of 62,500 mm2: nerve width,
density, orientation and length, and density of Langerhans cells.
Nerve width measurements were made at 4 equidistant points along
the nerve length, and the orientation and length of every nerve in
the frame was measured with the caliper tool in ImageJ iJ145 (Fig.
1A). Average values for each variable were recorded. The obser-
vation protocol was as described previously.13 In every picture, the
lengths of all nerves in pixels per frame were converted into micro-
meters, added together and a density index defined as total nerve
length per mm2. Langerhans cells were counted manually in each
image by a single experienced observer according to the method
used by Nieto-Bona et al.13 for epithelial cell counts (Fig. 1B).
NeuronJ31 is a specific plug-in for ImageJ that allows for nerve

tracing and measurement of nerve reflectivity (Fig. 2). Its reliability
has been recently confirmed.32 Using this tool, we determined
nerve reflectivity and number in the best-focused SBNP image.
NeuronJ also provides nerve length measurements such that these
could be compared with the ImageJ data. Nerve branches were not
included in the counts. The coordinates of the nerves in the images
were recorded to be processed at a later stage using MatLab for
tortuosity measurements as described previously.33 In parallel, sub-

jective tortuosity measurements were obtained following the pro-
cedure described by Oliveira-Soto and Efron.34

Statistical Analysis
Data were recorded in Excel (2003, Microsoft) and analyzed

using the Statgraphics Centurion XVI package, version 16.1.17.
Statistical analysis was performed on the data obtained for the right
eye of each subject. All variables showed a Gaussian distribution
according to the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Baseline and follow-up
data were compared using a Student paired t test and comparisons
among groups were performed by one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Post hoc comparisons were made of mean values for
the cornea center and periphery. All data are provided as the mean6
SD. Significance was set at P,0.05.

RESULTS
The final study sample consisted of 71 healthy right eyes of 33

men and 38 women of mean age (6SD) 24.863.9 years. None of
the OK lens wearers who completed the 1-month treatment period
experienced any adverse events and no abnormalities of the eyes
were detected by slitlamp microscopy. The baseline characteristics
of the participants and mean refractive and corneal curvature data
for the right eyes are provided in Table 1 by subject group.
The SBNP variables recorded in the 3 subject groups at baseline

and after 1 month of OK for the central and midperipheral cornea
are provided in Tables 2 and 3.
In each of the subject groups (CRT, SF and control), practically

no differences were detected in any of the variables over time.
The only significant differences observed from baseline to
1-month posttreatment were: 1) a reduction in the number of

FIG. 1. (A) Subbasal nerve orientation and length (B) Langerhans cells measured using ImageJ.
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nerves in the central cornea in the CRT group (P¼0.029) and SF
group (P¼0.043); 2) a reduction in central corneal sensitivity in
the CRT group (P¼0.047); and 3) increases in Langerhans cell
counts in the central and midperipheral cornea in SF (P¼0.001
and 0.048, respectively). These 3 main findings are illustrated in
a bar chart (Fig. 3).
When these differences between baseline and 1 month values were

analyzed by ANOVA, significant differences among the 3 groups
emerged for the number of Langerhans cells (P¼0.041). No correla-
tion was detected between the change produced in the Langerhans
cell count or number of nerves and corneal sensitivity, both central
and midperipheral.
Midperipheral corneal data could not be obtained in the control

group. In many of these subjects, images were insufficiently clear
for reliable SBNP measurements on the best-focused image. Thus,
only sensitivity and SBNP thickness data were available for the
midperipheral cornea in control subjects: corneal sensitivity was
4.9460.42 cm at baseline and its change over the 1-month period
was20.0660.18 cm; SBNP thickness was 12.1161.27 mm and its

change over the 1-month period was 0.3361.50 mm (P¼0.35 and
P¼0.52, respectively; Students paired t test). Post hoc comparisons
of means indicated no differences over time for central corneal
sensitivity (P¼0.11), central length (P¼0.17), nerve density
(P¼0.72), central and peripheral Langerhans cell density
(P¼0.53 and P¼0.68, respectively), and peripheral SBNP thick-
ness (P¼0.46).

DISCUSSION
This study was designed to examine the SBNP in detail and

identify possible changes produced in several SBNP variables in
response to 1 month of OK lens wear. Our data indicate high
agreement between the SBNP thickness and remaining variables
recorded here and reported ranges for the normal cornea.13,19,34

Our treatment (CRT and SF) and control groups varied in terms
of the numbers and distributions of Langerhans cells observed both
at baseline and at the end of the 1-month study period. In
individuals wearing Seefree OK lenses, Langerhans cells were
mainly observed in the midperipheral cornea and more rarely seen
in central cornea, in agreement with the findings of others.17,35 In
both these areas, Langerhans cell density was greater after 1 month
of treatment in this group. The immunological functions of den-
dritic cells and their role in corneal inflammation and dry eye
disease have been well established.36,37 Thus, it is reasonable to
assume that the cornea will respond to a contact lens as it would to
a foreign body by increasing Langerhans cell numbers. This
response is likely triggered by wear-associated mechanical irrita-
tion, hypoxia, and mediator release. It would be interesting to
confirm whether Langerhans cell counts fall after OK lens removal.
Our study participants were instructed to remove their contact
lenses (if worn) 4 weeks before the start of OK treatment to ensure
that Langerhans cell levels matched normal levels for the bare
cornea. However, baseline Langerhans cell counts were slightly
higher in both our treatment groups than those reported for healthy
individuals by Zhivov et al.17 and Sindt et al.38 We speculate that
this washout period of 4 weeks was insufficient or perhaps partic-
ipants failed to follow the instructions given by the research group.
In contrast, no significant differences in Langerhans cell numbers
were recorded after wearing the CRT lenses. These lenses vary in
their geometry. As an explanation for the lack of change observed
in Langerhans cells after treatment in the CRT group, we propose
that the larger diameter of this lens (10.8 vs. 10.5 mm) may have
determined that counts were made outside the return zone. This
hypothesis is supported by the change in mean corneal radii
observed in the tangential topography map after treatment in both
the CRT and SF groups (Fig. 4), which is directly linked to the
pressure the lens generates against the cornea. As may be observed,
the behavior of the inferior zone where the confocal microscopy
measurements were taken was slightly different, though not signif-
icantly (P.0.05), between the 2 lens types. Hence, the pressure
exerted by the CRT lens was more positive than that observed for
the SF lens and could, at least in part, explain the differences in
Langerhans cells noted. According to Zhivov, in healthy eyes these
cells appear at greater densities in the periphery than the central
corneal zone. From the report by this author, a positive central-
peripheral gradient of 37% may be deduced. Our results indicate
similar gradients for both lenses (78% for CRT and 81% for SF),
which were nevertheless higher than the values cited by Zhivov,

FIG. 2. Nerve tracing using NeuronJ. Number of nerves, average
nerve length, and average nerve reflectivity (indicated by a circle in
the image) are automatically displayed in a window.

TABLE 1. Refractive and Corneal Variables Previous to the OK
Treatment

Parameter
Group CRT

(n¼35), m6SD
Group Seefree
(n¼21), m6SD

Group Control
(n¼15), m6SD

Male/female (n) 16/19 8/13 9/6
Age (yr) 23.963.7 25.8164.14 25.663.3
Ø corneal 12.460.3 12.360.3 12.460.2
Sphere (D) 22.1060.96 22.1160.96 22.8961.30
Cylinder (D) 20.1660.26 20.1960.28 20.3160.41
Sim Kflat (D) 43.2761.48 43.3661.32 43.0361.95
Sim Ksteep (D) 44.0261.56 44.0161.43 43.6361.76

n, number of subjects; m, mean; SD, standard deviation; Ø,
diameter; Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep, simulated keratometry readings
along flatter and steeper meridians.
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suggesting a not so peripheral measurement point used by this
author. However, although the positive gradient observed for the
SF lenses was expected,17 that is, more cells in the central cornea
than periphery, the opposite was observed for the CRT lenses. The
different response to the 2 lens designs could be attributable to

a measurement artifact given the small corneal zone worked with
in the IVCM procedure.
Another interesting finding was a significant reduction in the

number of nerves observed in the central cornea in both groups
after 1 month of OK treatment. Nieto-Bona et al.11,13 also noted

TABLE 2. Parameter Values Previous to OK Treatment and Changes Produced in Central Cornea After 1 Month of Continuous OK Treatment

Central Cornea

CRT (n¼35) Seefree (n¼21)

Baseline (m6SD) Δ (m6SD) P Baseline (m6SD) Δ (m6SD) P

Corneal sensitivity (cm) 5.0460.72 20.2360.66 ,0.05a 5.4560.50 20.0560.67 0.75
SBNP thickness (mm) 10.2762.01 0.2463.59 0.76 10.6762.09 20.2362.86 0.78
ReflectivityGlobal 0.3360.06 20.0160.12 0.50 0.3260.10 20.0160.10 0.42
ReflectivityLocal 0.3660.10 20.0260.15 0.20 0.3560.15 20.0160.15 0.51
Nerve reflectivity 0.7660.03 20.0260.04 0.47 0.7660.03 20.0360.04 0.43
Length (mm) 231.87640.16 25.15666.63 0.59 194.29666.63 5.88680.32 0.63
Nerve density (mm/mm2) 11,152.6065,011.05 21,956.3865,307.39 0.07 9,680.6964,214.51 21,281.7467,304.94 0.45
Nerves (n) 4.5961.87 20.9262.04 ,0.05a 4.8161.63 21.2662.54 ,0.05a

Orientation (degrees) 93.67628.51 3.74630.51 0.54 94.65627.35 8.62638.69 0.34
Langerhans density (mm/mm2) 70.40646.88 21.28636.16 0.86 54.08629.28 21.60624.00 ,0.05a

Width (mm) 2.4360.40 20.0860.44 0.37 2.3160.44 20.1060.26 0.10
Tortuosityobjetive 22.3269.95 24.64613.41 0.09 21.94611.63 24.53616.89 0.26
Tortuositysubjetive 1.5560.89 0.1961.13 0.39 1.5260.87 20.0560.78 0.77

Central Cornea

Control (n¼15)

Baseline (m6SD) Δ (m6SD) P

Corneal sensitivity (cm) 5.0660.35 0.0660.26 0.13
SBNP thickness (mm) 9.8861.27 0.4461.13 0.27
ReflectivityGlobal 0.2860.18 0.0160.07 0.47
ReflectivityLocal 0.3060.20 0.0160.09 0.71
Nerve reflectivity 0.2960.02 0.04620.01 0.15
Length (mm) 240.19650.78 28.91650.78 0.12
Nerve density (mm/mm2) 11,227.1065,912.91 4,214.8268,034.28 0.26
Nerves (n) 4.5062.10 1.0061.87 0.30
Orientation (degrees) 89.20637.39 4.20639.40 0.82
Langerhans density (mm/mm2) 37.76637.53 3.2067.68 0.37
Width (mm) 2.4460.91 0.2060.91 0.64
Tortuosityobjetive 21.34611.95 11.7369.79 0.06
Tortuositysubjetive 2.4060.55 0.4060.55 0.18

Positive values shown in the Δ column correspond to a rise in the parameter value.
aStatistically significant differences between baseline and 1-month measurements for each pair of data.

n, number of subjects/items; m, mean; SD, standard deviation; D, difference between baseline and 1 month after continuous OK treatment;
cm, centimeters; mm, microns; mm2, squared millimeters.

TABLE 3. Parameter Values Previous to the OK treatment and Changes Produced in Mid-Peripheral Cornea After 1 Month of Continuous OK
Treatment

Mid-Peripheral Cornea

CRT (n¼35) Seefree (n¼21)

Baseline (m6SD) Δ (m6SD) P Baseline (m6SD) Δ (m6SD) P

Corneal sensitivity (cm) 5.2960.67 20.0160.08 0.32 5.4160.51 20.0760.33 0.33
SBNP thickness (mm) 12.0964.41 22.4765.28 0.09 10.7561.65 0.4662.18 0.40
ReflectivityGlobal 0.3360.06 20.0160.09 0.13 0.3360.08 0.0160.08 0.59
ReflectivityLocal 0.3560.08 20.0160.12 0.20 0.3660.12 20.0060.10 0.96
Nerve reflectivity 0.7760.03 20.0360.04 0.34 0.7760.03 0.0160.04 0.72
Length (mm) 220.23666.34 215.36683.50 0.37 217.71642.99 14.20668.58 0.41
Nerve density (mm/mm2) 10,668.1065,369.93 22,141.6667,087.29 0.14 10,818.5065,154.45 458.3666,280.06 0.77
Nerves (n) 4.5661.58 20.7662.05 0.08 4.5561.76 0.1862.13 0.74
Orientation (degrees) 96.14627.51 7.29635.90 0.32 99.61628.71 7.47652.48 0.57
Langerhans density (mm/mm2) 55.36635.68 21.28642.40 0.88 66.40633.28 14.24628.48 ,0.05a

Width (mm) 2.4360.31 20.1460.35 0.06 2.2560.24 20.0160.28 0.98
Tortuosityobjetive 20.75610.06 22.19612.22 0.47 21.94611.62 21.01615.72 0.78
Tortuositysubjetive 1.5260.65 20.0460.73 0.79 1.6560.81 0.1260.69 0.50

Positive values shown in the Δ column correspond to a rise in the parameter value.
aStatistically significant differences between baseline and 1-month measurements for each pair of data.

n, number of subjects/items; m, mean; SD, standard deviation; D, difference between baseline and 1 month after continuous OK treatment;
cm, centimeters; mm, microns; mm2, squared milimmeters.
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a downward trend in this factor using the same procedure to assess
nerve density although we used an objective tool (NeuronJ) for this
purpose. This finding is consistent with observations by Lum
et al.14 who described the redistribution of subbasal nerve fibers
toward the periphery leaving a sparsely populated central cornea.
In line with this finding, the number of fibers in the midperipheral
cornea showed an upward trend yet this increase was not signifi-
cant possibly because our midperipheral measurements were made
close to the return zone.
Correlation between nerve fibers and Langerhans cells is a topic

of ongoing discussion. Auran et al.39 provided evidence of axon
growth in the SBNP for the first time, raising the possibility that
both nerve fibers and Langerhans cells migrate centripetally in
tandem. Subsequent to this, Torii et al.40 reported correlation

between Langerhans cells and epidermal nerves, whereas He
et al.35 observed scarce contact between dendritic cells and corneal
nerves in ex vivo corneas. Although no such correlation was de-
tected here, the changes produced both in Langerhans cell and
nerve numbers in the midperipheral cornea are compatible with
the notion that Langerhans cells use nerve structures to move inside
the cornea.39

The corneal sensitivity values recorded here were within normal
limits, though slightly lower than reported for soft contact lens
wearers19 and normal corneas.41 No significant intergroup differ-
ences in this variable were observed at baseline. However, a signif-
icant, but modest, decrease in central corneal sensitivity was
detected in the CRT group after 1 month of OK. None of the
midperipheral corneal changes produced in any of the groups

FIG. 3. Graphs a to c represent the mean values (6
SD) of the nerve parameters (shown on y-axis)
quantified objectively in this study for the 3 subject
groups in central (aI2cI) and peripheral (aII2cII)
corneal areas. The height of the bars represents
average values and the error bars represent standard
deviations. Statistically significant differences are
indicated by (*).

FIG. 4. Changes in corneal radius
(mm) produced by the 2 OK lenses
along the horizontal and vertical meri-
dians every 1 mm up to 4 mm from the
center on the temporal or nasal side or
in a superior or inferior direction.
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was significant. This finding is in agreement with the findings of
Lum et al.,24,42 who postulated that changes in corneal sensitivity
would be limited to the central cornea and midperipheral sensitivity
would not be affected. Further, it has been proposed that the low
sensitivity of the superior mid periphery is caused by neuronal
adaptation to continuous pressure from the upper eyelid.43 During
OK treatment, pressure is exerted over the entire central cornea
such that the reduction detected in corneal sensitivity might be
related to neuronal adaptation. Interestingly, no sensitivity effects
of the SF lenses on the central cornea were produced after 1 month
of OK though this could be the consequence of the smaller size of
our SF group.
Although the Cochet-Bonnet esthesiometer is the standard

clinical test for corneal sensitivity,41 a positive response is more
dependent on the subject’s attitude and apprehension. In effect,
several precautions must be taken to ensure the reliability of meas-
urements such as occasional feint approaches with the monofila-
ment. Our corneal sensitivity results would have been enhanced by
the use of a non-contact pneumatic esthesiometer, which has
proved to be a more conclusive instrument.44 However, this instru-
ment was not available at our laboratory.
After 1 month of OK treatment, nerve density and corneal

sensitivity were unrelated both for the central and midperipheral
cornea in all the subject groups. In line with this finding, Patel
et al.,19 who measured corneal sensitivity using a Cochet-Bonnet
esthesiometer and examined SBNP nerve fiber bundles in healthy
corneas and corneas of contact lens wearers, suggested that the
drop in corneal sensitivity observed in contact lens wearers could
reflect a functional change in nerves rather than a change in nerve
density. In contrast, Rosenberg et al.21 reported both reduced cor-
neal sensitivity and SBNP fibers in patients with type 1 diabetes,
though this positive correlation was weak. Subsequently, Darwish
et al.20 also reported a reduction in nerve numbers and corneal
sensitivity in patients who had undergone corneal surgery. How-
ever, although in these 2 studies, corneal sensitivity was resolved 3
months after the procedure, subbasal nerves counts were still
abnormal 6 months later. However, given that patients differed in
that they either had a systemic disease or had undergone irrevers-
ible corneal treatment, we propose that a functional change in
corneal nerves is the main factor underlying the drop produced
in corneal sensitivity. This determines a need to check the revers-
ibility of nerve abnormalities after OK lens removal.
The SBNP has been fully described in normal human cor-

neas28,34 and in patients undergoing OK treatment.14 In this study,
we examined this living nerve structure in normal corneas and in
the corneas of individuals who had worn OK lenses for a short-
term period using objective procedures to assess several variables.
Although the size of the corneal area observed by IVCM was
smaller than that examined by others,14,28 the large sample consid-
ered here provides evidence that overnight OK lens wear alters
some parameters observed in healthy eyes. Moreover, our findings
indicate that these changes may vary for different OK lens designs.
Monitoring such changes in our treatment groups in the longer
term would serve to determine whether these effects worsen, nor-
malize, or remain steady throughout OK treatment. The low statis-
tical power of our comparisons suggests that central sensitivity,
central nerve length, and peripheral SBNP thickness values must
be interpreted with caution. In conclusion, our study offers useful
data regarding the anatomical effects of a short period of OK on the

corneal SBNP and provides direction for future studies designed to
assess the longer-term effects of this noninvasive refractive therapy
procedure.
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